### SPRING 2021 SEMESTER (part 2) - Nursing Schedule (Mar. 15 - Apr. 30 only)

**OPEN LAB**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1/21/2021</th>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C = clinical</td>
<td>C C C 116 lab</td>
<td>116 lab 122 Remote</td>
<td>C 116 lab 122</td>
<td>116 lab 122 &amp; Remote Remote</td>
<td>C C C 116 lab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### KEY:

- RN-I: 230, 231, 232, 233
- RN-II: 234, 235, 236, 237, 256
- RN-III: 244, 245, 246, 247, 254, 255
- RN-IV: 259, 260, 261, 266, 267

#### Monday

- **8:00–8:30**: Lab Prep Time
- **NURSING OPEN LAB**: 9:00—1:00
- **10:30–11:00**: NURSING OPEN LAB 11:00—12:00
- **11:30–12:00**: RN-II students at SPH 2:00pm to 11:30pm
- **12:00–12:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **1:00–1:30**: NRS 234 Adult Nurs. 1 Diana Jenkins 12:00—2:50 REMOTE
- **2:00–2:30**: NRS 260 Adult Nurs III Lab Diana Jenkins & Ann McCloud Sneath 12:00—1:50 Group #1 MC 116
- **2:30–3:00**: NRS 232 Foun. of Nursing Wendy Barker 1:00—3:50 BLENDED MC 122
- **3:00–3:30**: NURSING PROGRAM Faculty Mtgs 3:30—5:00

#### Tuesday

- **8:00–9:00**: GINGER with RN-III @ hospital all day
- **9:00–9:30**: Half of RN-IV in clinical at CMC all day.
- **9:30–10:00**: WENDY with RN-II @ hospital all day
- **10:00–10:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **10:30–11:00**: Lab Prep Time
- **11:00–11:30**: NURSING OPEN LAB 9:00—1:00
- **11:30–12:00**: Lab Prep Time
- **12:00–12:30**: NRS 230 Nurs Pharm Ginger Sillars 9:00—10:50 BLENDED MC 122
- **12:30–1:00**: NRS 234 Adult Nurs. 1 Diana Jenkins 12:00—2:50 REMOTE
- **1:00–1:30**: NRS 236 Maternal Nurs Wendy Barker 10:00—11:50 BLENDED MC 122
- **1:30–2:00**: NRS 233 Foundations of Nurs Lab Wendy Barker & Ann McCloud Sneath 8:00—10:50 Group #1 MC 116
- **2:00–2:30**: NRS 236 Child-Fam Nursing Ginger Sillars 9:00—10:50 REMOTE
- **2:30–3:00**: NRS 244 Nurs Pharm Ginger Sillars 8:00—10:50 BLENDED MC 122
- **3:00–3:30**: NRS 233 Foundations of Nurs Lab Wendy Barker & Ann McCloud Sneath 8:00—10:50 Group #1 MC 116
- **3:30–4:00**: NRS 246 Adult Nurs III Diana Jenkins 8:00—10:50 REMOTE
- **4:00–4:30**: NRS 259 Adult Nurs III Diana Jenkins 8:00—10:50 REMOTE
- **4:30–5:00**: NRS 233 Foundations of Nurs Lab Wendy Barker & Ann McCloud Sneath 8:00—10:50 Group #1 MC 116
- **5:00–5:30**: NRS 266 Managed Client Care Shannon Scally 2:00—3:50 REMOTE

#### Wednesday

- **8:00–8:30**: RN-III @ hospital all day
- **8:30–9:00**: RN-IV at St Pat all day.
- **9:00–10:50**: NRSG 233 Foundations of Nurs Lab Wendy Barker & Ann McCloud Sneath 8:00—10:50 Group #1 MC 116
- **10:00–10:30**: NW 234 Adult Nurs III Diana Jenkins 9:00—10:50 REMOTE
- **10:30–11:00**: NRSG 233 Foundations of Nurs Lab Wendy Barker & Ann McCloud Sneath 8:00—10:50 Group #1 MC 116
- **11:00–11:30**: NRSG 246 Child-Fam Nursing Ginger Sillars 9:00—10:50 REMOTE
- **11:30–12:00**: NRSG 260 Adult Nurs III Lab Diana Jenkins & Ann McCloud Sneath 12:00—1:50 Group #1 MC 116
- **12:00–12:30**: NRSG 260 Adult Nurs III Lab Diana Jenkins & Ann McCloud Sneath 12:00—1:50 Group #1 MC 116
- **12:30–1:00**: NRSG 260 Adult Nurs III Lab Diana Jenkins & Ann McCloud Sneath 12:00—1:50 Group #1 MC 116
- **1:00–1:30**: NRSG 236 Maternal Nurs Wendy Barker 10:00—11:50 BLENDED MC 122
- **1:30–2:00**: NRSG 232 Foun. of Nursing Wendy Barker 1:00—3:50 BLENDED MC 122
- **2:00–2:30**: NRSG 233 Foundations of Nurs Lab Wendy Barker & Ann McCloud Sneath 8:00—10:50 Group #1 MC 116
- **2:30–3:00**: NRSG 246 Adult Nurs III Diana Jenkins 9:00—10:50 REMOTE
- **3:00–3:30**: NRSG 233 Foundations of Nurs Lab Wendy Barker & Ann McCloud Sneath 8:00—10:50 Group #1 MC 116
- **3:30–4:00**: NRSG 246 Adult Nurs III Diana Jenkins 9:00—10:50 REMOTE
- **4:00–4:30**: NRSG 233 Foundations of Nurs Lab Wendy Barker & Ann McCloud Sneath 8:00—10:50 Group #1 MC 116
- **4:30–5:00**: NRSG 232 Foun. of Nursing Wendy Barker 3:30—5:30 REMOTE
- **5:00–5:30**: NRSG 266 Managed Client Care Shannon Scally 2:00—3:50 REMOTE

#### Thursday

- **8:00–8:30**: RN-II in clinicals on Fridays at various locations
- **8:30–9:00**: RN-II students at SPH 2:00pm to 11:30pm
- **9:00–9:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **9:30–10:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **10:00–10:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **10:30–11:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **11:00–11:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **11:30–12:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **12:00–12:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **12:30–1:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **1:00–1:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **1:30–2:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **2:00–2:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **2:30–3:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **3:00–3:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **3:30–4:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **4:00–4:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **4:30–5:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **5:00–5:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks

#### Friday

- **8:00–8:30**: RN-III @ hospital all day
- **8:30–9:00**: RN-III @ hospital all day
- **9:00–9:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **9:30–10:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **10:00–10:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **10:30–11:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **11:00–11:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **11:30–12:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **12:00–12:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **12:30–1:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **1:00–1:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **1:30–2:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **2:00–2:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **2:30–3:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **3:00–3:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **3:30–4:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **4:00–4:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **4:30–5:00**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks
- **5:00–5:30**: Some RN-III in Hamilton, various weeks

**Clinicals:** besides above, Shannon with RN-III students at MT State Hospital (TENTATIVE) for approx a week: Fall (usually early Nov.); Spring (usually mid-March)